
BLOCKCHAIN CHALLENGE - PART 1 

 
Accepted coding languages: Python, Haskell, Rust, JavaScript, Kotlin 
 

  

1. The Caesar Cipher   
Problem: 

Consider the problem of encoding a string in order to disguise its contents from unintended readers.  

A well-known, ages-old encoding method is the Caesar cipher, named after its use by Julius Caesar.  
To encode a string, Caesar simply replaced each letter in the string by the letter three places further down in 
the alphabet,  
wrapping around at the end of the alphabet.  
  
For example, the string "haskell is fun" would be encoded as "kdvnhoo lv ixq". 
  
More generally, the shift factor of three used by Caesar can be replaced by any integer between one and 
twenty-five,  
thereby giving twenty-five different ways of encoding a string.  
For example, with a shift factor of ten, the original string above would be encoded as "rkcuovv sc pex". 
  

Write a short Haskell script that: 

● defines a function 'encode :: Int -> String -> String' that implements the Caesar cipher and, for 
simplicity, only encodes the lower-case letters within a string, leaving other characters such as upper-
case letters and punctuation unchanged. 

● defines a function 'decode :: String -> String' that, in most cases, is capable of deciphering the cipher 
produced by the first function, exploiting generally available information on letter frequencies in the 
English language. 

● defines an arbitrary number of helper functions 

  

Hints: 

-   Encoding and decoding  

  
For simplicity, we will only encode the lower-case letters within a string, leaving other characters such as 
upper-case letters and punctuation unchanged.  
We begin by defining a function let2int that converts a lower-case letter between ’a’ and ’z’ into the 
corresponding integer between 0 and 25, along with a function int2let that performs the opposite conversion:  
  
               let2int :: Char → Int  
               let2int c = ord c − ord ’a’  

                
               int2let :: Int → Char  
               int2let n = chr (ord ’a’ + n)  
  
(The library functions ord ::Char → Int and chr ::Int → Char convert between characters and their Unicode 
representation as integers.)  

For example: > let2int ’a’ 0 > int2let 0 ’a’ Using these two functions, we can define a function shift that applies 
a shift factor to a lower-case letter by converting the letter into the corresponding integer, adding on the shift 
factor and taking the remainder when divided by twenty-six (thereby wrapping around at the end of the 
alphabet), and converting the resulting integer back into a lower-case letter:  
  
                shift :: Int → Char → Char  
                shift n c | isLower c = int2let ((let2int c + n) ‘mod‘ 26)  
                             | otherwise = c  
  
Note that this function accepts both positive and negative shift factors, and that only lower-case letters are 

changed.  
  
- Frequency tables 
  
Some letters in English are used more frequently than others. By analysing a large volume of text, one can 
derive the following table of approximate percentage frequencies of the twenty-six letters of alphabet: 
  
            table :: [Float] 
            table = [8.2, 1.5, 2.8, 4.3, 12.7, 2.2, 2.0, 6.1, 7.0, 0.2, 0.8, 4.0, 2.4, 



                         6.7, 7.5, 1.9, 0.1, 6.0, 6.3, 9.1, 2.8, 1.0, 2.4, 0.2, 2.0, 0.1]  

  
For example, the letter ’e’ occurs most often, with a frequency of 12.7%, while ’q’ and ’z’ occur least often, with 
a frequency of just 0.1%. 
It is also useful to produce frequency tables for individual strings.  
To this end, we first define three functions: 

● one that calculates the percentage of one integer with respect to another, returning the result as a 
floating-point number:  

                             percent :: Int → Int → Float  
                             percent n m = (fromInt n / fromInt m) ∗ 100 

● one that counts all lower-case letters occurances within a string, returning the result as an integer: 

                             lowers :: String -> Int 
                             lowers xs = length [x | x <- xs, x >= 'a' && x <= 'z'] 

● one that counts all  particular characters that occur in a string, returning the result as an integer: 
                             count :: Char -> String -> Int 
                             count x xs = length [x' | x' <- xs, x == x'] 
  
(The library function fromInt :: Int → Float converts an integer into the corresponding floating-point number.)  

Using percent within a string comprehension, together with the functions percent, lowers and count, we can 
define a function that returns the frequency table for any given string:  
  
             freqs       ::  String → [Float ]  
             freqs xs  =  [percent (count x xs) n | x ← [’a’ . . ’z’]]  
                               where n = lowers xs 
  
  
- Cracking the cipher  

  
A standard method for comparing a list of observed frequencies 'os' with a list of expected frequencies 'es' is 
the chi-square statistic, defined by the following formula, in which 'n' denotes the length of the two lists, and 
'xsi' denotes the ith element of a list 'xs' counting from zero:  
  

           
  
The details of chi-square statistic need not concern us here, only the fact that the smaller the value it produces 
the better the match between the two frequency lists. Using the library function zip and a list comprehension, it 
is easy to translate the above formula into a function definition: 
  

             chisqr :: [Float ] → [Float ] → Float  
             chisqr os es = sum [((o − e)^2) / e | (o, e) ← zip os es ]  
  
In turn, we define a function that rotates the elements of a list n places to the left, wrapping around at the start 
of the list, and assuming that n is between zero and the length of the list:  
  
             rotate :: Int → [a ] → [a ]  

             rotate n xs = drop n xs ++ take n xs  
  
For example:  
> rotate 3 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]  
             = [4, 5, 1, 2, 3] 
  
Now suppose that we are given an encoded string, but not the shift factor that was used to encode it, and wish 
to determine this number in order that we can decode the string.  
This can usually be achieved by producing the frequency table of the encoded string, calculating the chi-square 
statistic for each possible rotation of this table with respect to the table of expected frequencies, and using the 
position of the minimum chi-square value as the shift factor. 
  

For example, if table' = freqs "kdvnhoo lv ixq" then [chisqr (rotate n table' ) table | n ← [0 . . 25]] gives the 
result [1408.8, 640.3, 612.4, 202.6, 1439.8, 4247.2, 651.3, ··· , 626.7] in which the minimum value, 202.6, 
appears at position three in this list. Hence, we conclude that three is the most likely shift factor that can be 
used to decode the string. Using the positions function, provided below, the 'decode' function can then finally 
be implemented: 
  



              positions :: Eq a => a -> [a] -> [Int] 

              positions x xs = [i | (x',i) <- zip xs [0..n], x == x'] 
                                        where n = length xs - 1 
  
 

 Accepted programming languages: Python, Haskell, Rust, JavaScript, Kotlin 

 

 

Once you upload the solution to this first part of the challenge, you will receive an 
email containing the second and final part of the challenge.  
 
 


